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Syllabus

Week Date
1 09-06 Introduction / Interstellar Medium (ISM)
2 09-13 Atomic Gas / Multiphase Medium
3 09-20 Molecular Clouds and Dust
4 09-27 Formation of Stars and Planets
5 10-04 Stars: The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
6 10-11 The Evolution of Stars
7 10-18 Star Deaths
8 10-25 The Milky Way Galaxy
9 11-01 Galaxies beyond the Milky Way
10 11-08 Hubble’s Law and Distance Scale
11 11-15 Active Galaxies
12 11-22 Active Galaxies
13 11-29 General Relativity and Friedmann Equation
14 12-06 Evolution of Universe and Inflation Cosmology
15 12-13 Density Pertubations and Nonlinear Structure Formation
16 12-20 Survey and Computer Simulation
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References for Part 1
• Introduction to the Interstellar Medium (Jonathan P. Williams)

• Fundamentals of Astrophysics (Stan Owocki)

• Interstellar Medium
‣ Introductory

- Introduction to the Interstellar Medium - Jonathan P. Williams

- The Physics of the Interstellar Medium - J. E. Dyson & D.A. Williams

‣ Intermediate
- Interstellar and Intergalactic Medium - Barbara Ryden
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Unit of distance
• AU (the Astronomical Unit): the average 

distance of the Earth from the Sun

• parallax: As the Earth goes around the 
Sun, the nearby stars change their 
positions very slightly with respect to the 
faraway stars. This phenomenon is 
known as parallax. The angle    is half of 
the angle by which this star appears to 
shift with the annual motion of the Earth 
and is defined to be the parallax.

• parsec (pc): the distance where the star 
has to be so that its parallax turns out to 
be .

θ

1′ ′ 

AU = 1.50 × 1011 m

pc = 3.09 × 1016 m
= 3.26 light years
= 206,265 AU

2 Introduction

Fig. 1.1 Definition of parsec.

It is a very useful unit for measuring distances within the solar system. But it is
too small a unit to express the distances to stars and galaxies.

As the Earth goes around the Sun, the nearby stars seem to change their
positions very slightly with respect to the faraway stars. This phenomenon is
known as parallax. Let us consider a star on the polar axis of the Earth’s orbit
at a distance d away, as shown in Figure 1.1. The angle ! is half of the angle
by which this star appears to shift with the annual motion of the Earth and is
defined to be the parallax. It is obviously given by

! = 1 AU
d

. (1.3)

The parsec (abbrev. pc) is the distance where the star has to be so that its parallax
turns out to be 1!!. Keeping in mind that 1!! is equal to "/(180 " 60 " 60)

radians, it is easily found from (1.3) that

pc = 3.09 " 1016 m. (1.4)

It may be noted that 1 pc is equal to 3.26 light years – a unit very popular
with popular science writers, but rarely used in serious technical literature. For
even larger distances, the standard units are kiloparsec (103 pc, abbrev. kpc),
megaparsec (106 pc, abbrev. Mpc) and gigaparsec (109 pc, abbrev. Gpc).

The star nearest to us, Proxima Centauri, is at about a distance of 1.31 pc.
Our Galaxy and many other galaxies like ours are shaped like disks with thick-
ness of order 100 pc and radius of order 10 kpc. The geometric mean between
these two distances, which is 1 kpc, may be taken as a measure of the galactic
size. The Andromeda Galaxy, one of the nearby bright galaxies, is at a distance
of about 0.74 Mpc. The distances to very faraway galaxies are of order Gpc. It
should be kept in mind that light from very distant galaxies started when the
Universe was much younger and the concept of distance to such galaxies is not
a very straightforward concept, as we shall see in §14.4.1. It is useful to keep

✓ =
1AU

d
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January July
Sun

Remember that stellar

distances can be

measured using

parallax:

17.1 The Solar Neighborhood

As seen in January As seen in July
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Power-of-Ten Scale Steps from Us to the Universe
6

6 1 Introduction

Universe’s Phone Number
From the scale of the nucleus to the universe

in 10 key steps of powers of ten

Bigger
than us

Smaller
than us

(555)-711-2555

Bigger than us

Smaller than us
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Figure 1.1 Graphic to illustrate key powers-of-ten steps between our own human scale of 1 m,
both upward to the scale of the universe (1026 m), and also downward to the scale of an atomic
nucleus (10!15 m). As a mneumonic, this is cast as a 10-digit “telephone number,” with the
3-digit “area code” representing the three steps of 10!5 from us down to the nucleus, and
7-digit main-number representing seven key steps to the scale of the universe.

scale for which most of us have direct experience, e.g., from overseas plane travel, or
a cross-country drive.

The other, rocky inner planets are somewhat smaller but of the same order as
Earth; among the outer, gas giant planets Jupiter is the largest, about a factor 10
larger than Earth, while the Sun is about another factor 10 larger still, with a diameter
D" # 1.4 $ 106 km, about a factor 100 bigger than Earth, or of order 109 m.

The Earth–Sun distance, dubbed an “astronomical unit” (au), is about 100 solar
diameters, at 150 million km. This is of order 108 km = 1011 m, or four further powers
of ten beyond the scale of our Earth, and so a total of 11 orders of magnitude bigger
in scale than our own bodies.

An alternative way to characterize this is in terms of the time it takes light, which
propagates at a speed c = 300 000 km/s, to reach us from the Sun; a simple calculation
gives t = d/c = 1.5e8/3e5 = 500 s, which is about 8 minutes; so we can say the Sun
is 8 light minutes from Earth.

By contrast, it takes light from the next nearest star, Proxima Centauri, about four
years to reach us, meaning it is at a distance of 4 light years (ly). A simple calculation

[Owocki, Fundamentals of Astrophysics]



Tour of the Cosmos
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age of Universe = 13.7 Gyrs
size of observable Universe
    = 28.5 Gpc = 93 Gly = 8.8x1026 m

Virgo supercluster



Introduction to the Interstellar Medium
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What is the ISM?
What is the ISM?

• The ISM is anything not in stars. (D. E. Osterbrock)

• Just what it says: The stuff between the stars in and around 
galaxies, especially our own Milky Way.

• It is made up almost entirely of gas with a tiny (solid) particles 
called dust grains.
- In addition to these, the ISM includes radiation, cosmic rays, and 

magnetic fields.
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Why do we study the ISM?
Why do we study the ISM?

• The ISM is the most beautiful component of galaxies. (B. T. 
Draine)

• The ISM is beautiful, both in the literal sense, as in images of 
colorful nebulae, and in the physics that helps us understand 
our origins and the way the Universe works. (J. P. Williams)

• The ISM is everywhere and it affects all sorts of observations, 
but more often as an essential complement for understanding 
the Galaxy.

• The ISM is the most important component of galaxies, for it is 
the ISM that is responsible for forming the stars that are the 
dominant sources of energy.

10



The objective of studying the ISM is to understand:

• how the ISM is organized and distributed in the Milky Way and 
other galaxies

• what are the conditions (temperature, density, ionization, etc) in 
different parts of it.

• how it dynamically evolves.

• And finally, we would like to understand star formation, the 
process responsible for the very existence of galaxies as 
luminous objects.

11



History of ISM Studies
Aether

- Early Greek astronomers believed that the volume inside the celestial sphere was 
filled with a diffuse aether, or quintessence.

- For centuries, the idea of a space-filling aether still lingered. Even Issac Newton 
postulated “an aether medium,” which is so rare and subtle as to be undetectable, 
and strongly elastic.

Interstellar material
- The idea of visible, interstellar material arose in the 18th century, with the study of 

nebulae (Latin for “clouds”). “Nebula” was used to mean any extended luminous 
object.

12



- William Herschel resolved some nebulae into stars. He though that he had discovered 
star birth (it actually ejected by a dying star). In the 1860s, William Huggins 
demonstrated that some nebulae have emission line spectra, rather than the 
absorption line spectra.

- Hypothetical elements:
✦ Huggins attributed 4959Å, observed in the Cat’s Eye Nebula, to “nebulum” (or 

“nebulium”), and 5007Å line to Nitrogen => Ira Bowen discovered that these lines 
were actually forbidden [O III] lines.

✦ aurorium : 5577Å in the spectrum of the aurora borealis => turned out to be [O I]
✦ coronium: 5303Å in the spectrum of the Sun’s corona => Fe XIV

1.1 History of Interstellar Studies 9 
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.H 

Figure 1.3: The emission line spectrum of the Cat's Eye Nebula, seen by William 
Huggins on 1864 August 29. This spectrum covers the blue-green portion of the 
visible range, roughly from the Fraunhofer F line (H~, at 4861A) to Fraunhofer 
b (a blend of Mg and Fe lines at 5173A). [Huggins, W. 1864, Phil. Trans. R. Soc., 
v. 154, Plate X, Fig. 5] 

attributed to "coronium", proved to be due to Fe xiv.) 
Although many unresolved nebulae proved to be made of diffuse gas, there 

were a few surprises in store. For instance, when Vesto Slipher, in 1912, took the 
spectrum of the nebulosity surrounding the Pleiades (Figure 6.3 ), he expected 
to find an emission line spectrum. Instead, he found a continuous spectrum 
with absorption lines superposed. Slipher conjectured (correctly) that he was 
seeing light from the stars of the Pleiades, reflected from "fragmentary and 
disintegrated matter", or dust. 

The existence of dust had already been hinted at by the existence of dark 
nebulae, opaque objects like Barnard 68 (Figure 1 .4) that block the light of 
background stars. Dark nebulae were originally thought to be holes in the 
distribution of stars ("ein Loch im Himmel", to use William Herschel's words), 
but they were later recognized as being clouds of obscuring material. Dark 
nebulae are prominent in the brightest regions of the Milky Way. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, bright nebulae like the Cat's Eye Nebula 
were thought of as isolated clouds in otherwise empty, or nearly empty, space. An 
additional population of interstellar gas, invisible to the eye, was revealed by the 
work of Johannes Hartmann. In the year 1901, Hartmann began a study of Delta 

the Cat’s Eye Nebula (planetary neubla/ HST image) The first nebula spectrum: the Cat’s Eye Nebula (NGC 6543; W. Huggins, 1864)

Hβ 4681Å [OIII] 4959Å, 5007Å
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Interstellar Dust
- The existence of dust had been hinted at by the 

presence of dark nebulae (Barnard 68).
✦ The dark nebulae were originally thought to be 

due to a lack of stars, but later recognized as 
being clouds of obscuring material.

- Vesto Slipher (1912) discovered that the spectrum 
of the nebula surrounding the Pleiades shows a 
continuum with absorption lines superposed.
✦ He conjectured that this is light from stars, 

reflected from “fragmentary and disintegrated 
matter”, or dust.

V. Slipher (/slaifer/ 1875-1969) is the first one who measured radial 
velocities for galaxies and discovered that distant galaxies are 
redshifted. He was also the first to relate these redshifts to velocity.

10 Chapter 1. Introduction 

Figure 1.4: The dark nebula Barnard 68 (d ~ 150 pc), in the constellation Ophi-
uchus. [FORS Team, VLT, ESO] 

Orionis, a spectroscopic binary star. The two stars in the binary had relatively 
broad absorption lines that showed the expected time-varying Doppler shifts 
for orbiting stars. However, Hartmann also saw a narrow calcium absorption 
line that did not shift back and forth in wavelength. As Hartmann wrote in 1904 
(the excited italics are in his original paper): "the calcium line at )..3934 does not 
share in the period displacements of the lines caused by the orbital motion of the star." 
Hartmann concluded that the calcium absorption line was caused by a cloud of 
gas somewhere along the line of sight to Delta Orionis. Later, other astronomers 
found similar "stationary lines" along the line of sight to other bright stars. 
The lines were all narrow, and had strengths correlated with the distance to 
the background star: more distant stars showed stronger stationary lines due 
to having more interstellar gas along the line of sight. As higher resolution 
spectrographs were used on the stationary lines, it was revealed that they had 
complex structures, consisting of many narrower lines with different radial 
velocities. This led to the realization that the ISM has a complex structure. It 

148 Chapter 6. Interstellar Dust 

Figure 6.3: The Pleiades cluster and surrounding reflection nebulae 
[NASA/BSA/Caltech/ AURA] 

6.1 Observed Properties of Dust 

Although sample-return missions have given us samples of interplanetary dust 
to play with, the properties of more distant interstellar dust must be deduced 
indirectly, primarily by the effect of dust on electromagnetic radiation. Dust 
particles can scatter light, changing its direction of motion. When we look 
at a reflection nebula, like that surrounding the Pleiades (Figure 6.3), we are 
seeing light from the central stars that has been scattered by dust into our line 
of sight. Dust particles can also absorb light. The relative amount of scattering 
and absorbing depends on the properties of the dust grains. When we look 
at a distant star through the intervening dust, the excess dimming of the star 
is caused by a combination of scattering and absorbing. Usually, astronomers 
refer to the net result of scattering and absorbing as extinction. Extinction can 
be dependent on the polarization of the light being extinguished, so dust can 
polarize light from distant stars. 

When dust absorbs light, it becomes warmer, so dust grains can emit light 
in the form of thermal radiation. Most of this emission is at wavelengths from 
a few microns (near infrared) to the sub-millimeter range (far infrared). By 

The Pleiades cluster & surrounding 
reflection nebulae

Barnard 68 (at d ~ 150 pc), in the 
constellation Ophiuchus.
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Interstellar gas that is invisible to the eye
- Initially, bright nebulae were thought of as isolated clouds in (nearly) empty space.
- In 1901, Johannes Hartmann found:

✦ the spectrum of binary Delta Orionis (a spectroscopy binary system) shows a 
narrow calcium absorption line (at ) that is in stationary in addition to the 
oscillating, broad absorption lines.

✦ the stationary Ca absorption line was caused by a gas cloud somewhere along the 
line of sight to Delta Orionis.

- Later, similar “stationary lines” were found along the sightlines to many other bright 
stars.
✦ The lines were all narrow, and had strengths correlated with the distance to the 

background star.
✦ Using higher resolution spectrographs, they had been revealed to have complex 

structures, consisting of many narrower lines with different radial velocities.
✦ This indicates that the ISM has a complex structure, consisting neither of smooth 

uniform gas nor of isolated blobs drifting about in a vacuum.

λ3924
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Diversity of the ISM
Ionized nebulae
• H II regions

- are regions of interstellar gas heated and photoionized by 
embedded O or B-type stars.

- In 1939, Bengt Stromgren developed the idea that bright 
nebulae with strong emission lines are regions of 
photoionized gas, surrounding hot star or other  source of 
ionizing photons.

- ex) Orion Nebula

• Planetary nebulae
- are regions of ejected stellar gas heated and photoionized 

by the hot remnant stellar core, which is becoming a white 
dwarf.

- ex) Ring Nebula, Cat’s Eye Nebula
- Ring Nebula:

✦ central blue-green colors from [O III] 4959, 5007
✦ outer reddish colors from H𝛼 6563, [N II] 6548, 6583

1.1 History of Interstellar Studies 11 

Figure 1.5: The Orion Nebula (d ~ 410pc) as imaged in optical and near IR by 
ACS on the Hubble Space Telescope. The primary sources of ionizing photons in 
the Orion Nebula are the 4 hot stars of the Trapezium. [NASA, ESA, M. Robberto, 
and the HST Orion Treasury Project Team] 

consists neither of smooth uniform gas nor of isolated ellipsoidal blobs drifting 
about in a near-vacuum. 

In 1939, the Danish astronomer Bengt Stromgren developed the idea that 
bright nebulae with strong emission line spectra are regions of photoionized 
gas, surrounding a hot star or other source of ionizing photons. The idealized 
Stromgren sphere will be discussed in Chapter 4, when we deal with the physics 
of ionized hydrogen. At least three types of bright ionized nebulae are recognized 
in the interstellar medium. First, H II regions are regions of interstellar gas 
heated and photoionized by embedded stars of spectral type O or B. (Cooler 
stars don't emit enough photons with hv > 13.6eV to cause a region of ionized 
hydrogen gas to form.) The Orion Nebula (Figure 1.5) is an example of a nearby 
H n region. 

Second, planetary nebulae are regions of ejected stellar gas heated and 

Orion Nebula (d ~ 410 pc)
HST image

Cat’s Eye Nebula (HST image)12 Chapter 1. Introduction 

Figure 1.6: The Ring Nebula (d ~ 700pc), composite visible-light HST image 
and near-infrared LBT image. [NASA, ESA, C.R. O'Dell (Vanderbilt University), 
and D. Thompson (Large Binocular Telescope Observatory)] 

photoionized by the hot remnant stellar core, which is becoming a white dwarf. 
(The name "planetary nebula" comes from William Herschel, who thought that 
the planetary nebulae that he examined looked, through his telescope, like the 
disk of a planet. Remember, Herschel originally described Uranus as "a curious 
nebulous star, or perhaps a comet".) The Ring Nebula (Figure 1.6) is among 
the most famous planetary nebulae. The Cat's Eye Nebula, whose spectrum is 
shown in Figure 1.3, is another example of a planetary nebula. The vivid colors 
of the Ring Nebula are due to line emission; the central blue-green colors come 
from O III (A= 4959A and 5007 A) and the outer reddish colors come from H 1 

(A= 6563A) and from NII (A= 6548A and 6583A). 

Third, supernova remnants are regions of gas heated by the blastwave from 
a supernova explosion. The young remnants of core collapse supernovae are 
photoionized by their central pulsar; the Crab Nebula (Figure 1.7) is the most 
familiar example of such a young pulsar-containing supernova remnant. Young 

Ring Nebula (HST image)
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H II regions

[Left] True-color optical image of the Rosetta Nebula. The reddish glow is from H  
line emission from recombination of the ionized hydrogen. The central cavity has 
been evacuated by the strong, high-speed stellar winds from the central cluster of 
hot stars.

[Right] Composite false-color image showing the emission in H  (red), and lines of 
O III (green) and S II (blue). Credit: NASA/HST [Owocki]

α

α

17 21.5 Galactic Organization and Star-Gas Interaction along Spiral Arms 159

Figure 21.4 Left: True-color optical image of the Rosetta Nebula and its associated HII region.
The reddish glow is from H! line emission from recombination of the ionized hydrogen.
The central cavity has been evacuated by the strong, high-speed stellar winds from the central
cluster of hot stars. Right: Composite false-color image showing the emission in H! (red), and
lines of OIII (green) and SII (blue). Credit: NASA/HST

is in the red part of the visible spectrum, with wavelength " = 656.28 nm. Viewed in
the visible, HII regions thus generally have a distinctly reddish glow, as illustrated
in the left panel of Figure 21.4 for the HII region known as the Rosetta Nebula. But
the false-color image of the same nebula in the right panel shows that, in addition to
the H! (now color-coded red), there is also line emission from doubly ionized oxygen
(OIII, green) and singly ionized sulfur (SII, blue).

21.5 Galactic Organization and Star-Gas Interaction along Spiral Arms

In the dense regions of active star formation in the Milky Way and other galaxies, the
ionization from numerous young, hot, massive stars can merge into extended giant
HII regions. Viewed from Earth along the plane of the Milky Way, the projection of
foreground and background stars and nebulae can make such regions appear complex
and amorphous. A visually clearer view can be gleaned from external galaxies that
are viewed face on, like the “Whirlpool galaxy” (M51) shown in Figure 21.5. The
distinctly reddish splotches seen in the optical image in the left panel are all giant HII
regions that formed in the dense clouds along this galaxy’s spiral arms.

The right panel of Figure 21.5 shows a composite image in four distinct spectral
bands, spanning the IR (red), optical (green), UV (blue), and X-rays (purple). The
face-on view nicely complements the disk-embedded perspective images from multi-
ple wavebands shown for own Milky Way galaxy in Figure 21.2. Note in particular
how the close link between ISM and star formation is organized by the spiral arm
structure. This is discussed further in the chapter on external galaxies (Chapter 27).



How nebulae work

How nebulae work:

18.2 Emission Nebulae
18



• Supernova remnants
- are regions of gas heated by the blast wave from a 

supernova explosion.
- Crab Nebula

✦ a young pulsar-containing supernova remnant
✦ are filled in with luminous gas.
✦ are photoionized by its central pulsar.

- Cygnus Loop (Veil Nebula)
✦ most of the gas has been plowed up by the blast 

wave, leaving the center part empty.
✦ The visible loop (or veil) is where the gas has cooled 

to T ~ 10,000 K.

1.1 History of Interstellar Studies 13 

Figure 1.7: The Crab Nebula (d ~ 2kpc) as imaged by WFPC2 on the Hubble 
Space Telescope. This image shows the supernova remnant as it was 946 years 
after the original supernova explosion. [NASA, ESA, A. Loll/J. Hester (Arizona 
State)] 

supernova remnants like the Crab Nebula, containing a central pulsar, are 
sometimes called "plerions", after the Greek pleres, meaning "full". This is 
because, unlike older supernova remnants, like the Cygnus Loop (Figure 1.8), 
they do not resemble an empty loop or shell, but are filled in with luminous gas. 
In the Cygnus Loop, otherwise known as the Veil Nebula, most of the gas in the 
remnant has been plowed up by the blastwave, leaving the central parts of the 
supernova remnant empty. The visible loop, or veil, is where the gas has cooled 
to temperatures T ~ l 0,000 K, which is where, as we shall see, line emission is 
most efficient. 

Although ionized nebulae, like the Orion, Ring, Crab, and Veil Nebulae, are 
the portions of the ISM that you are most likely to see in a coffee-table book 
of pretty astronomical pictures, they contain only a minority of the ionized 
hydrogen in our galaxy. About 90% of the ionized hydrogen in our galaxy lies in 

14 Chapter 1. Introduction 

Figure 1.8: The Cygnus Loop supernova remnant (d ~ 500 pc). The loop is 
about 3 degrees across, corresponding to a physical diameter of ~25 pc. The 
estimated age of the Cygnus Loop is ~5000 yr. [T.A. Rector (University of Alaska 
Anchorage) and WIYN/NOAO/ AURA/NSF] 

the relatively low density warm ionized medium (WIM). An Ha map of the entire 
sky (Figure 1.9) shows that Balmer line emission from recombining hydrogen 
(the primary means of detecting the WIM) fills the entire sky. Although many 
ionized nebulae can be seen as the bright red blotches in Figure 1.9, they are not 
the dominant repository of recombining hydrogen in our galaxy. 

1.2 Approaching Equilibrium 

The gas of the ISM and IGM consists of individual atoms, molecules, ions, and 
electrons. These individual particles interact with each other. At low speeds, 
neutral atoms and molecules interact via elastic collisions. (At higher speeds, 
the situation is complicated by the fact that atoms and molecules can undergo 
collisional excitation and ionization.) A small atom can be approximated as 

Crap Nebula (d ~ 2 kpc)
946 yrs old

Cygnus Loop (d ~ 793 pc; 
based on the Gaia result)
diameter: 3 deg ~ 40 pc
age ~ 21,000 yrs
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• Warm Ionized Medium
- About 20-80% of the ionized hydrogen in our galaxy lies in the relatively low density 

WIM.
- Balmer line emission from recombining hydrogen fills the entire sky.
- Although many ionized nebula (Orion, Crab, Cat’s eye, etc) can be seen as the bright 

red blotches, they are not the dominant repository of recombining hydrogen in our 
galaxy.1.2 Approaching Equilibrium 15 

Figure 1.9: An all-sky map of Ha(,\= 6563A) emission. Intensity is plotted on 
a log scale from 0.03 Rayleighs to 160 Rayleighs. [LAMBDA, D. Finkbeiner] 

a "billiard ball" with a radius r ~ 3a0, where a0 5.29 x 10- 9 cm is the Bohr 
radius. Thus, two identical atoms will collide when their nuclei are separated by 
a distanced 2r, leading to a cross section for interactions CJ~ n(2r )2 ~ l00a~ ~ 
3 x 10- 15 cm 2 . Thus, in air at sea level, where the number density of molecules 
is n ~ 2.5 x 1019 cm- 3 , the mean free path of a molecule between collisions is 
Amfp ~ 1/(na) ~ 10- 5 cm ~ 0.1 µm. In the cold neutral medium of the ISM, with 
n ~ 30cm- 3 , the mean free path is Amfp ~ 1013 cm ~ lAU. When we deal with a 
volume of gas that is larger than the mean free path Amfp, we characterize that 
volume by its bulk properties, such as density (p), pressure (P), number density 
(n), and temperature (T). 

In order to understand what we mean by a "temperature" when discussing 
the ISM and IGM, we should take one step back and look at the concept of 
equilibrium. In general, the word "equilibrium" means a state of balance. We'll 
be talking a lot about equilibrium systems in this book, so it's important to 
note up front that the ISM and IGM are not in perfect equilibrium. (If they 
were, they'd be boring.) There are times, however, when the assumption of 
some type of equilibrium is a useful approximation. Let's start with kinetic 
equilibrium, then go on to excitation equilibrium, ionization equilibrium, and 
pressure equilibrium. 

A gas is in kinetic equilibrium, sometimes known as thermal equilibrium, 

All-sky map of H  (6563Å) in a log scale from 0.03 Ry to 160 Ry.
Ry (rayleigh) = 

α
106/4π photons cm−2 s−1 cm−2 Hz−1
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• Neutral Hydrogen Gas
- All-sky map of H I 21-cm line intensity from the LAB survey (Kalberla et al. 2005), with 

an angular resolution ~ 0.6 deg.
- Scale gives log10 N(HI) [cm-2]. The LMC and SMC are visible, with a connecting H I 

“bridge”.
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PLATE 3. a: All-sky map of H I 21 cm line intensity from the LAB survey (Kalberla et al.
2005), with angular resolution !0.6!. Scale gives log10 N(H I)(cm"2). The LMC and SMC
are visible (cf. Plate 1), with a connecting H I “bridge.” Image courtesy of P. Kalberla. b: H!
from Finkbeiner (2003). Many bubble-like ionized structures are apparent, including the Orion
Nebula and Barnard’s Loop near (", b) " (209!,#19!); the Gum nebula (256!,#9!); and
the # Oph H II region (6!, 23!). Image courtesy of D. Finkbeiner. c: [C II]158µm from
Fixsen et al. (1999), reproduced by permission of the AAS. The map is smoothed to 10!

resolution. Black stripes are unobserved regions. Scalebar shows [C II]158µm intensity in
nWm"2 sr"1.

Plate 3 in [Draine]



ISM in external galaxies

[Left] HST optical image of M51 (Whirlpool galaxy). The reddish blotches are from H  line emission from giant H 
II regions, which arise when dense regions of hydrogen are photoionized by the UV radiation from numerous, 
recently formed, hot massive stars. Note their proximity to dark bands formed from absorption of background 
stellar light by cold interstellar dust, which outline the galactic spiral arms.

[Right] Composite image of M51 from 4 space missions. X-rays (purple) detected by the Chandra X-ray 
Observatory reveal point-like sources (black holes and neutron stars in binary systems) as well as diffuse hog 
gas. Optical data from HST (green) and infrared emission from the Spitzer Space Telescope (red) both highlight 
long lanes in the spiral arms that consist of stars and gas laced with dust. UV light (blue) from GALEX comes 
from hot, young stars, showing how well these track the H II giants and star-forming GMCs along the spiral 
arms.
Credit: NASA/HST/CXO/SST/GALEX [Owocki]
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Figure 21.5 Left: Hubble Space Telescope optical image of M51, the “Whirlpool galaxy.” The
reddish blotches are from Balmer series H! line emission (which at wavelength " = 656 nm is
in the red part of the visible spectrum) from giant HII regions. These represent the merger of
many individual HII regions that arise when dense regions of interstellar hydrogen in
otherwise cold giant molecular clouds (GMC) are photoionized by the UV radiation from the
numerous, recently formed, hot massive stars. Note their proximity to dark bands formed from
absorption of background stellar light by cold interstellar dust, which outline the galactic spiral
arms. Right: Composite image of M51 from four NASA orbiting telescopes. X-rays (purple)
detected by the Chandra X-ray Observatory reveal point-like sources from black holes and
neutron stars in binary star systems, as well as a diffuse glow of hot ISM gas. Optical data
from the Hubble Space Telescope (green) and infrared emission from the Spitzer Space
Telescope (red) both highlight long lanes in the spiral arms that consist of stars and gas laced
with dust. Finally, UV light (blue) from the GALEX telescope comes from hot, young stars,
showing again how well these track the HII giants and star-forming GMCs along the spiral
arms. Credit: NASA/HST/CXO/SST/GALEX.

21.6 Questions and Exercises

Quick Questions

1. What is the Strömgren radius RS (in pc) of a medium with hydrogen number
density nH = 280 cm!3 around a hot star emitting ṄUV = 8"1050/s UV photons?

2. Suppose the above HII region is measured to have an angular diameter ! = 1
degree. What is its distance d (in pc)?

3. If dust in an ISM cloud has a reddening exponent # = 2, what is the ratio of its
optical thickness between a wavelength " and twice that wavelength?

Exercises

1. Equilibrium temperature versus distance
a. Recalling that the equilibrium blackbody temperature of the Earth is Te #

(T$/2)
%

2R$/au # 280 K, show that the corresponding temperature at a dis-
tance d from the Sun is given by T = Te

%
au/d .

b. Compute the temperature for d =1 pc.
c. Compute the temperature at a distance d = 1 pc from a hot star with T& =

10 T$ # 60 000 K.



The mass-energy density
Relative contribution of baryons, dark matter, and dark energy to the 
mass-energy density of the current universe (Planck 2015)

- The majority of the universe is made of dark energy and dark matter.
- Dark energy is ignored until we discuss cosmic evolution.
- Dark matter is important only because it provides potential wells for baryonic matter to 

be trapped in.
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Fig. 1.1 Relative contributions to Universal energy/mass density. Most (!70%) of the Universal
energy content is in the form of dark energy, which is an unknown hypothesized form of energy
which permeates all of space, and which is responsible for the inferred acceleration of the expansion
of the Universe. In addition to this, !25% is in the form of dark matter, which is a pressureless
fluid which acts only gravitationally with ordinary matter. Only !5% of the Universal energy
content is in the form of ordinary matter like baryons, leptons etc. Of this component, !75% of
all baryonic matter is in Hydrogen, while the remaining 25% is almost entirely Helium. Observing
lines associatedwith atomic hydrogen is therefore an obvious way to go about studying the Universe

total baryonic mass. The remaining 24% is in the form of helium (see Fig. 1.1). The
leading constraints on thesemass ratios come fromBigBangNucleosynthesis, which
predicts a hydrogen abundance of !75% by mass for the inferred Universal baryon
density ("bh2 = 0.022, [211]). Additional constraints come from observations of
hydrogen and emission lines of extragalactic, metal poor HII regions [15, 134].

Because of its prevalence throughout the Universe, lines associated with atomic
hydrogen have provided us with a powerful window on our Universe. The 21-cm
hyperfine transition was observed from our own Milky Way by Ewen and Purcell
in [81], shortly after it was predicted to exist by Jan Oort in 1944. Observations of
the 21-cm line have allowed us to perform precise measurements of the distribution
and kinematics of neutral gas in external galaxies, which provided evidence for dark
matter on galactic scales (e.g. [33]). Detecting the redshifted 21-cm emission from
galaxies at z > 0.5, and from atomic hydrogen in the diffuse (neutral) intergalactic
medium represent the main science drivers for many low frequency radio arrays
that are currently being developed, including the MurchinsonWide Field Array,3 the
Low Frequency Array,4 The Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA),5 the

3http://www.mwatelescope.org/.
4http://www.lofar.org/.
5http://reionization.org/.



Baryonic Matter
Definitions:
• Baryons = protons, neutrons and matter composed of them (i.e. 

atomic nuclei)
• Leptons = electrons, neutrinos
• In astronomy, however, the term ‘baryonic matter’ is used more 

loosely to refer to matter that is made of protons, neutrons, and 
electrons, since protons and neutrons are always accompanied by 
electrons. Neutrinos, on the other hand, are considered non-baryonic 
by astronomers. (Note that black holes are also included as baryonic 
matter.)
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The baryonic mass density
• 7% : stars + compact objects (such as stellar 

remnants, brown dwarfs, and planets)

• 1% : interstellar medium (ISM), filling the 
volume between stars.

• 5%: circumgalactic medium (CGM), bound 
within the dark halo of a galaxy, but outside the 
main distribution of stars.

• 4% : intracluster medium (ICM) of clusters of 
galaxies, bound to the cluster as a whole, but 
not to any individual galaxy.

• 40%: diffuse intergalactic medium (DIM), made 
of low density, mostly photo-ionized gas (T < 
105 K).

• 43% : warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM), 
made of shock-heated gas (105 K < T < 107 K).
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Mass flow of the baryons in galaxies
- At early times, the baryonic mass in 

galaxies was primarily in the gas of the 
ISM. As galaxies evolve, the ISM is 
gradually converted to stars, and some part 
of the interstellar gas may be ejected from 
the galaxy in the form of galactic winds, or 
in some cases stripped from the galaxy by 
the IGM.

- About 10% of the baryons in the Milky Way 
are to be found in the ISM.

2 CHAPTER 1

Figure 1.1 Flow of baryons in the Milky Way. See Table 1.2 for the ISM mass budget,
and §42.4 for the value of the star formation rate in the Milky Way.

• Electromagnetic radiation: Photons from many sources, including the cos-
mic microwave background (CMB); stellar photospheres (i.e., starlight); ra-
diation emitted by interstellar ions, atoms, and molecules; thermal emission
from interstellar grains that have been heated by starlight; free–free emission
(“bremsstrahlung”) from interstellar plasma; synchrotron radiation from rel-
ativistic electrons; and gamma rays emitted in nuclear transitions and !0

decays.

• Interstellar magnetic field: The magnetic field resulting from electric cur-
rents in the interstellar medium; it guides the cosmic rays, and in some parts
of the ISM, the magnetic field is strong enough to be dynamically important.

• The gravitational field: This is due to all of the matter in the galaxy – ISM,
stars, stellar remnants, and dark matter – but in some regions, the contribution
of the ISM to the gravitational potential leads to self-gravitating clouds.

• The dark matter particles: To the (currently unknown) extent that these
interact nongravitationally with baryons, electrons, or magnetic fields, or ei-
ther decay or annihilate into particles that interact with baryons, electrons, or
magnetic fields, these are properly studied as part of the interstellar medium.
The interactions are sufficiently weak that thus far they remain speculative.

There is of course no well-defined boundary to a galaxy, and all of the preceding
constituents are inevitably present between galaxies – in the intergalactic medium
(IGM) – and subject there to the same physical processes that act within the inter-
stellar medium. The purview of this book, therefore, naturally extends to include
the intergalactic medium.

Flow of baryons in the Milky Way.
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Figure 21.1 Top: “Pillars of creation” in the Eagle Nebula, a cold molecular cloud undergoing
active star formation and illuminated by recently formed massive stars. Credit: NASA, ESA,
and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA). Bottom: Illustration of formation of solar-type
and massive stars from interstellar cloud, showing the evolution toward end-stage remnants.
Credit: NASA and the Night Sky Network.

density – are all somewhat rough, and can even vary significantly through the Galaxy.
Nonetheless, when averaged over the entire Galaxy, the characteristic ISM number
density n ! 1 cm"3 is indeed comparable to this local estimate. However, within this
broad average, there are wide variations, reflecting a highly complex, heterogeneous,
and dynamic ISM, as discussed next.

21.2 Cold–Warm–Hot Phases of Nearly Isobaric ISM

A key factor in the wide variation in density of the ISM is the wide variation in its
temperature. Roughly speaking, gas in the ISM can be characterized in three

Credit: NASA, Night Sky Network



Structure of the Milky Way
4 CHAPTER 1

Figure 1.2 Structure of the Milky Way, viewed edge-on. The dots represent a sampling
of stars; the volume containing most of the interstellar gas and dust is shaded. Compare
with the infrared image of the stars in Plate 1, the dust in Plate 2, and various gas
components in Plates 3–5.

1.1 Organization of the ISM: Characteristic Phases

In a spiral galaxy like the Milky Way, most of the dust and gas is to be found within
a relatively thin gaseous disk, with a thickness of a few hundred pc (see the diagram
in Fig. 1.2 and the images in Plates 1–5), and it is within this disk that nearly all of
the star formation takes place. While the ISM extends above and below this disk,
much of our attention will concern the behavior of the interstellar matter within a
few hundred pc of the disk midplane.

The Sun is located about 8.5 kpc from the center of the Milky Way; as it happens,
the Sun is at this time very close to the disk midplane. The total mass of the Milky
Way within 15 kpc of the center is approximately 1011M!; according to current
estimates, this includes ! 5 " 1010M! of stars, ! 5 " 1010M! of dark matter,
and ! 7" 109M! of interstellar gas, mostly hydrogen and helium (see Table 1.2).
About 60% of the interstellar hydrogen is in the form of H atoms, !20% is in the
form of H2 molecules, and !20% is ionized.

The gaseous disk is approximately symmetric about the midplane, but does not
have a sharp boundary – it is like an atmosphere. We can define the half-thickness

PLATE 1. All-sky image of ! 5"108 stars detected by the 2MASS survey: Blue = 1.2µm,
green = 1.65µm, and red = 2.2µm. This Hammer equal-area projection has the Galactic Center
[(!, b) = (0, 0)] at the center of the image, ! = 180! at left and right, with ! increasing from
right to left. The stars are in a disk-like geometry, and in a stellar “bulge” concentrated around
the center. The ISM (seen by the obscuration and reddening produced by dust) is primarily
in a disk-like geometry. The LMC and SMC are visible below and to the right of center.
This mosaic image was obtained as part of the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), a joint
project of the Univ. of Massachusetts and IPAC/Caltech, funded by NASA and the NSF. Credit:
2MASS/J. Carpenter, T.H. Jarrett, & R. Hurt.
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log10(MJy/sr)
PLATE 2. The 100µm sky, after subtracting the emission from warm interplanetary dust
particles within the Solar system. The LMC and SMC are visible at (!, b) = (280!,#33!)
and (303!,#44!). The bright emission near ! = 80! (in Cygnus) corresponds to dust in the
Perseus spiral arm (see Fig. 11.1) and the Cygnus OB2 association, at a distance of !1.45 kpc.
Based on observations with the IRAS and COBE satellites. Image courtesy of D. Finkbeiner.

PLATE 1. All-sky image of ! 5"108 stars detected by the 2MASS survey: Blue = 1.2µm,
green = 1.65µm, and red = 2.2µm. This Hammer equal-area projection has the Galactic Center
[(!, b) = (0, 0)] at the center of the image, ! = 180! at left and right, with ! increasing from
right to left. The stars are in a disk-like geometry, and in a stellar “bulge” concentrated around
the center. The ISM (seen by the obscuration and reddening produced by dust) is primarily
in a disk-like geometry. The LMC and SMC are visible below and to the right of center.
This mosaic image was obtained as part of the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), a joint
project of the Univ. of Massachusetts and IPAC/Caltech, funded by NASA and the NSF. Credit:
2MASS/J. Carpenter, T.H. Jarrett, & R. Hurt.
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log10(MJy/sr)
PLATE 2. The 100µm sky, after subtracting the emission from warm interplanetary dust
particles within the Solar system. The LMC and SMC are visible at (!, b) = (280!,#33!)
and (303!,#44!). The bright emission near ! = 80! (in Cygnus) corresponds to dust in the
Perseus spiral arm (see Fig. 11.1) and the Cygnus OB2 association, at a distance of !1.45 kpc.
Based on observations with the IRAS and COBE satellites. Image courtesy of D. Finkbeiner.

2MASS survey
 stars

blue = 1.2 μm
green = 1.65 μm
red = 2.2 μm

∼ 5 × 108

IRAS+COBE
100 μm
dust emission

(Jy = 10-23 erg s-1 cm-2 Hz-1)
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This artist’s conception shows the various parts 
of our galaxy, and the position of our Sun.

This artist’s conception shows the various parts

of our galaxy, and the position of our Sun:

23.3 Galactic Structure
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Table 1.2 Mass of H II, H I, and H2 in the Milky Way (R < 20 kpc)

Phase M(109 M!) fraction Note
Total H II (not including He) 1.12 23% see Chapter 11
Total H I (not including He) 2.9 60% see Chapter 29
Total H2 (not including He) 0.84 17% see Chapter 32

Total H II, H I and H2 (not including He) 4.9
Total gas (including He) 6.7

z1/2 of the disk to be the distance z above (or below) the plane where the density has
dropped to 50% of the midplane value. Observations of radio emission from atomic
hydrogen and from the CO molecule indicate that the half-thickness z1/2 ! 250 pc
in the neighborhood of the Sun. The thickness 2z1/2 ! 500 pc of the disk is only
"6% of the "8.5 kpc distance from the Sun to the Galactic center – it is a thin
disk. The thinness of the distribution of dust and gas is evident from the 100µm
image showing thermal emission from dust in Plate 2, and the H I 21-cm line image
in Plate 3.

The baryons in the interstellar medium of the Milky Way are found with a wide
range of temperatures and densities; because the interstellar medium is dynamic,
all densities and temperatures within these ranges can be found somewhere in the
Milky Way. However, it is observed that most of the baryons have temperatures
falling close to various characteristic states, or “phases.” For purposes of discus-
sion, it is convenient to name these phases. Here we identify seven distinct phases
that, between them, account for most of the mass and most of the volume of the
interstellar medium. These phases (summarized in Table 1.3) consist of the follow-
ing:

• Coronal gas: Gas that has been shock-heated to temperatures T >" 105.5 K
by blastwaves racing outward from supernova explosions. The gas is col-
lisionally ionized, with ions such as OVI (# O5+) present. Most of the
coronal gas has low density, filling an appreciable fraction – approximately
half – of the volume of the galactic disk. The coronal gas regions may have
characteristic dimensions of " 20 pc, and may be connected to other coronal
gas volumes. The coronal gas cools on "Myr time scales. Much of the vol-
ume above and below the disk is thought to be pervaded by coronal gas.1 It
is often referred to as the “hot ionized medium,” or HIM.

• H II gas: Gas where the hydrogen has been photoionized by ultraviolet pho-
tons from hot stars. Most of this photoionized gas is maintained by radiation
from recently formed hot massive O-type stars – the photoionized gas may be
dense material from a nearby cloud (in which case the ionized gas is called
an H II region) or lower density “intercloud” medium (referred to as diffuse
H II).

1This gas is termed “coronal” because its temperature and ionization state is similar to the corona of
the Sun.

• Total mass of the Milky Way ~ 
- stars

- dark matter 

- interstellar gas  (mostly H + He)
✦ Hydrogen mass: neutral H atoms ~ 60%, H2 molecules ~ 20%, ionized H+ atoms ~ 20%

1011M⊙ (M⊙ = 1.989 × 1033g)
∼ 5 × 1010M⊙

∼ 5 × 1010M⊙

∼ 7 × 109M⊙
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ISM = dust + gas
Dust
• dust = tiny grains of solid material

- Historically, courses on the ISM have dealt with “non-stellar stuffs.”
- The dust and gas strongly influence each other.

✦ Dust reprocesses starlight, altering the radiation field passing through the gas.
✦ Dust is made of refractory elements, so creating dust alters the chemical 

abundances of the surrounding gas.
✦ Dust grains are a leading source of free electrons in the interstellar gas (neutral 

gas).
✦ Gas molecules form on the surfaces of dust grains.

Gas
- Interstellar gas occupies the same region as stars.
- Stars are made from interstellar gas, and emit stellar winds into the ISM over the 

course of their lives. When massive stars reach the end of their lifetimes, they inject 
enriched gas at high speeds into the surrounding interstellar gas.

- Stars emit photons that are capable of exciting the interstellar gas. The emission lines 
have strong diagnostic power, enabling us to determine densities, temperatures, and 
ionization states of interstellar gas.
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Abundance of elements in the local ISM

5 

Table 1.1: Five phases of the ISM 

Name T (K) nH(cm- 3 ) Mass fraction Volume fraction 
Molecular Clouds 20 > 100 35% 0.1% 

Cold Neutral Medium 100 30 35% 1% 
Warm Neutral Medium 5000 0.6 25% 40% 
Warm Ionized Medium 104 0.3 3% 10% 

Hot Ionized Medium 106 0.004 0.2% 50% 

Table 1.2: Most abundant elements in the local ISM [Asplund et al. 2009] 

Abundance Atomic 1st ionization 
Element (ppm) number energy (eV) 

hydrogen (H) 911,900 1 13.60 
helium (He) 87,100 2 24.59 
oxygen (0) 490 8 13.62 
carbon (C) 270 6 11.26 
neon (Ne) 85 10 21.56 

nitrogen (N) 68 7 14.53 
magnesium (Mg) 40 12 7.65 

silicon (Si) 32 14 8.15 
iron (Fe) 32 26 7.90 
sulfur (S) 13 16 10.36 

formed 4.56 billion years ago. Thus, they represent a dip into the interstellar 
medium at a particular location at a particular moment in time. 

Molecular clouds have H2 as their dominant form of hydrogen. The densest 
portions of molecular clouds, where the number density can be as high as about 
106 cm- 3 , are self-gravitating regions where stars can form. Although molecular 
clouds occupy a minuscule fraction of the ISM's volume, their relatively high 
density means they contribute at least a third of the ISM's mass. A leading 
method of observing molecular clouds is by looking for millimeter-wavelength 
emission from small molecules such as carbon monoxide. 

The cold neutral medium ( CNM) has atomic hydrogen, or H 1, as its domi-

(ppm = parts per million)

H : 91.2% by number
He: 8.7%
others: 0.1%

The interstellar gas is primarily H and 
He resisting from the Big Bang.

A small amount of heavy elements was 
produced as the result of the return to 
the ISM of gas that has been processed 
in stars and stellar explosions.

M(Z > 2)/MH = 0.0199; M(total)/MH = 1.402
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Density of the ISM
By terrestrial standards, the ISM is an almost perfect vacuum.

• The typical distance between stars is about 2 pc = 6x1016 m.
- This is ~ 100 million times greater than the solar radius and 4000 times greater than 

the size of its heliosphere.

• ISM density
- Total ISM mass is .

- Approximating the Galaxy as a cylinder with a radius R ~ 10 kpc and a scale height H 
~ 250 pc, this implies an average density

∼ 7 × 109M⊙
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• Density of Air
- From the ideal gas law using the pressure at sea level,  (1 bar), and 

temperature , we get 

This density is 19 orders of magnitude higher than the average density in the ISM.

- The extremely low density in the ISM mean that particle collisions are relatively rare, 
which allows us to observe some physical processes that we don’t see on Earth 
(e.g., forbidden lines). 

P = 105 N m−2

T ≈ 300 K
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n = P/kBT ⇡ 2.4⇥ 1019 cm�3
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Typical pressure & Energy densities
Typical pressure of the ISM

-  (atmospheric pressure; 1 bar = 0.987 atm)

- Here, Boltzmann constant, kB = 1.38x10-16 cm2 g s-2 K-1

- This is extremely low pressure compared to the atmospheric pressure around us.

Energy density

- All of them are comparable in energy density.
- All energy densities in the ISM are roughly half an electron-volt per cubic centimeter.
- The near-equipartition is partly coincidental.

✦ The fact that the energy density in the CMB is similar to the other energy densities is surely 
accidental.

✦ But the other energy densities are in fact coupled, roughly regulated by feedback mechanisms 
between them.

P = nkBT ∼ 4 × 10−13 dyn cm−2 ∼ 4 × 10−19 atm

7 

Table 1.3: Energy densities in the ISM [Draine 2011 Table 1.5] 

Energy density 
Type (eV cm- 3 ) 

Thermal energy 0.4 
Turbulent kinetic energy 0.2 

Cosmic microwave background 0.2606 
Far-infrared from dust 0.3 

Optical/near-IR from stars 0.6 
Magnetic energy 0.9 

Cosmic rays 1.4 

the density in the most effective cryopumped vacuum chambers in terrestrial 
laboratories. 

The characteristic pressure of the interstellar medium, P = nkT ~ 4 x 
10- 13 dyncm- 2, can be converted to a thermal energy density,£= (3/2)nkT ~ 
6 x 10- 13 erg cm- 3 ~ 0.4 e V cm- 3 • In the context of the ISM, is this a small or large 
energy density? Fortunately, the other energy densities in the ISM are relatively 
well known. Table 1.3 gives the approximate values for energy densities in the 
interstellar medium. All seven of these energy densities are within an order of 
magnitude of each other. If you remember nothing else from this book, you 
should remember the general rule: "All energy densities in the ISM are half an 
electron-volt per cubic centimeter." 

So, we live in a galaxy where the ISM has five different phases, and has many 
possible energy sources, all of them comparable in density. It looks like we 
have an interesting variety of physics in store. But why are there five different 
phases? Why should the interstellar gas have different phases at all? How did 
astronomers figure out the multi-phase nature of the ISM? That's a long enough 
story to require a separate subsection. 

ε =
3
2

nkBT

∼ 6 × 10−13 erg cm−3

∼ 0.4 eV cm−3
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Radiative Transfer
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Radiative Transfer
• How is radiation affected as it propagates through intervening gas and dust 

media to the observer?

Source
Intervening gas / dust

Observer
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• Definition
- Consider a small area , exposed to 

radiation for a time .

- Energy flux  is defined as the net energy 
 passing through the element of area in 

all directions in the time interval so that

- Note that  depends on the orientation of 
the area element  .

- Unit: 

dA
dt

F
dE

F
dA

erg cm−2 s−1

Energy Flux

2–7

In order to derive Poynting’s theorem, let’s look at the mechanical work done on a particle i by the electric and the magnetic fields. This work is given by

vi · Fi = qivi ·
!

E +
vi

c
! B

"

= qivi · E (2.34)

since vi " (vi ! B).

Summing over all particles at a certain position then gives
P =

#

i

!(x # xi(t))qivi · E = j · E (2.35)

Because of Ampère’s law,

$! B =
4"
c

j +
1
c

#E

#t
% j =

c

4"
($! B) #

1
4"

#E

#t
(2.4)

we find

j · E =
c

4"

$

E · ($! B) #
1
c
E ·

#E

#t

%

(2.36)

=
c

4"
E · ($! B) #

1
8"

#(E2)

#t
(2.37)

Analogously to (a ! b) · c = (b ! c) · a one has
E · ($! B) = $B · (B ! E) = #$B · (E ! B) (2.38)

where $B operates only on B. Therefore

j · E = #
c

4"
$B · (E ! B) #

1
8"

#E2

#t
(2.39)

Note that
$ · (E ! B) = $B · (E ! B) + $E · (E ! B) (2.40)

Therefore, add (c/4")$E(E ! B) to Eq. 2.39:

j · E = #
c

4"

!

$B · (E ! B) + $E(E ! B) #$E(E ! B)
"

#
1
8"

#E2

#t
(2.41)

= #
c

4"
$ · (E ! B) +

c

4"
$E(E ! B) #

1
8"

#E2

#t
(2.42)
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but $E(E ! B) = ($! E) · B (similar to Eq. 2.38)

= #
c

4"
$ · (E ! B) +

c

4"
($! E) · B #

1
8"

#E2

#t
(2.43)

Calculate $! E using Faraday’s law (Eq. 2.2), i.e.,

c

4"
($! E) · B = #

1
4"

#B

#t
· B = #

1
8"

#

#t
(B · B) = #

1
8"

#B2

#t
(2.44)

such that we finally obtain Poynting’s theorem

#j · E =
c

4"
$ · (E ! B) +

#

#t

$

E2

8"
+

B2

8"

%

(2.32)
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Radiation Quantities 1

Flux Density, I

dA
We now relate the electrodynamic
quantities such as E, B, or S to
measurables. Before we can do this,
need to introduce some definitions.

Definition. Energy flux, F , is defined
as the energy dE passing through
area dA in time interval dt:

dE = F dA dt (2.45)

Units of F are erg cm#2 s#1.
F depends on the orientation of dA, and can also depend on the frequency.
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Radiation Quantities 2

Flux Density, II

Flux from an isotropic radiation source, i.e., a source emitting equal amounts of
energy in all directions.
Spherically symmetric stars are isotropic radiation sources, other astronomical objects such as, e.g., Active
Galactic Nuclei, are not.

r 1

r2

Because of energy conservation, flux
through two shells around source is
identical:

4!r21 F (r1) = 4!r22F (r2) (2.46)

and therefore we obtain the inverse
square law,

F (r) =
const.

r2
(2.47)

dE = F × dA × dt
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Inverse Square Law
• Flux from an isotropic radiation source, i.e., a source emitting equal amounts of 

energy in all directions.

- Because of energy conservation, flux through two shells around the source must be 
the same.

- Therefore, we obtain the inverse square law.

2–7

In order to derive Poynting’s theorem, let’s look at the mechanical work done on a particle i by the electric and the magnetic fields. This work is given by

vi · Fi = qivi ·
!

E +
vi

c
! B

"

= qivi · E (2.34)

since vi " (vi ! B).

Summing over all particles at a certain position then gives
P =

#

i

!(x # xi(t))qivi · E = j · E (2.35)

Because of Ampère’s law,
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E · ($! B) = $B · (B ! E) = #$B · (E ! B) (2.38)

where $B operates only on B. Therefore
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Note that
$ · (E ! B) = $B · (E ! B) + $E · (E ! B) (2.40)

Therefore, add (c/4")$E(E ! B) to Eq. 2.39:
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but $E(E ! B) = ($! E) · B (similar to Eq. 2.38)

= #
c

4"
$ · (E ! B) +

c

4"
($! E) · B #

1
8"

#E2

#t
(2.43)

Calculate $! E using Faraday’s law (Eq. 2.2), i.e.,

c

4"
($! E) · B = #

1
4"

#B

#t
· B = #

1
8"

#

#t
(B · B) = #

1
8"

#B2

#t
(2.44)

such that we finally obtain Poynting’s theorem
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c
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#
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$

E2
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+

B2
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Radiation Quantities 1

Flux Density, I

dA
We now relate the electrodynamic
quantities such as E, B, or S to
measurables. Before we can do this,
need to introduce some definitions.

Definition. Energy flux, F , is defined
as the energy dE passing through
area dA in time interval dt:

dE = F dA dt (2.45)

Units of F are erg cm#2 s#1.
F depends on the orientation of dA, and can also depend on the frequency.
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Radiation Quantities 2

Flux Density, II

Flux from an isotropic radiation source, i.e., a source emitting equal amounts of
energy in all directions.
Spherically symmetric stars are isotropic radiation sources, other astronomical objects such as, e.g., Active
Galactic Nuclei, are not.

r 1

r2

Because of energy conservation, flux
through two shells around source is
identical:

4!r21 F (r1) = 4!r22F (r2) (2.46)

and therefore we obtain the inverse
square law,

F (r) =
const.

r2
(2.47)

4⇡r21F (r1) = 4⇡r22F (r2)

F =
const.

r2
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Energy Flux Density
• Real detectors are sensitive to a limited range of wavelengths. We need to 

consider how the incident radiation is distributed over frequency.

•  is often called the “flux density.”

• Radio astronomers use a special unit to define the flux density:

Fν

1 Jansky (Jy) = 10−23 erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1

Total energy flux: Integral of   over all frequenciesF⌫
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Units: erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1
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F =

Z
F⌫d⌫
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• Recall that flux is a measure of the energy carried by all rays passing 
through a given area

• Intensity is the energy carried along by individual rays.

- Let    be the amount of radiant energy which crosses the area    in a direction 
 within solid angle  about in a time interval    with photon frequency between  

and .

- The monochromatic specific intensity    is then defined by the equation.

- Unit: 

• From the view point of an observer, the specific intensity is called surface 
brightness.

dEν dA
k dΩ dt ν

ν + dν
Iν

erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 Hz−1

Specific Intensity or Surface Brightness

ASTR 3730: Fall 2003

Definition of the specific intensity
Construct an area dA normal to a light ray, and consider all
the rays that pass through dA whose directions lie within a 
small solid angle dW. 

dA

Solid angle dW

The amount of energy passing through dA and into dW
in time dt in frequency range dn is:

† 

dE = In dAdtdndW

Specific intensity of the radiation. 
dEν = Iν(k, x, t)dAkdΩdνdt

39
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Relation between the flux and the specific intensity
• Let’s consider a small area , with light rays 

passing through it at all angles to the normal 
vector  of the surface.

• For a ray centered about , the area normal 
to  is

- By the definition,

• Hence, net flux in the direction of  is given 
by integrating over all solid angles:

dA

n
k

k

n
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Radiation Quantities 3

Specific Intensity, I

Better description of radiation: energy carried along individual ray.

dΩ

n

Problem: Rays are infinitely thin =!
No energy carried by them. . .
=!Look at energy passing through

area dA (with normal n) in all
rays going into spatial direction
d!.

The specific intensity, I!, in the band
!, . . . , ! + d! is defined via

dE = I! dA dt d! d! (2.48)

I! is measured in units of erg s"1 cm"2 sr"1Hz"1 and depends on location,
direction, and frequency.
In an isotropic radiation field, I! = const. for all directions.
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Radiation Quantities 4

Specific Intensity, II

Using the definition of I , we can calculate the net flux in a direction n.
n

dΩ

θ

Contribution to flux in direction n from
flux into direction d!:

dF! = I! cos " d! (2.49)
Integrate over all angles to obtain the total flux:

F! =

!

4# sr
I! cos " d! =

! #

"=0

! 2#

0
I!(", $) cos " sin " d" d$ (2.50)

2–11

θ

Especially in the theory of stellar atmospheres, where often deals with the radiative transport
through a slab of material and can assume cylindrical symmetry, one writes

µ = cos " (2.51)

where " is the angle between the z-direction (“up”-“down” direction) and the direction of the
light ray. Then

dµ

d"
= " sin " (2.52)

and

F! =

!

!1

µ=+1

! 2"

#=0
I!(µ, ")("µ) sin "

dµ

sin "
d# (2.53)

=

! +1

µ=!1

! 2"

#=0
Iµ(µ, ")µ dµ d# (2.54)

taking into account the cylindrical symmetry,

= 2$
! +1

!1
I!(µ)µ dµ (2.55)
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Radiation Quantities 5

Specific Intensity, III

The specific intensity is constant along the line of sight.

Proof: Consider the following figure:

R

dAdA1 2

Energy carried through area dA1 and
dA2 is given by

dE1 = I1 dA1 dt d!1 d! (2.56)
dE2 = I2 dA2 dt d!2 d! (2.57)

where d!1: solid angle subtended by
dA2 at dA1, and vice versa:

d!1 = dA2/R
2 (2.58)

d!2 = dA1/R
2 (2.59)

Energy conservation implies dE1 = dE2, i.e.,

I1 dA1 dt
dA2

R2 d! = I2 dA2 dt
dA1

R2 d! (2.60)

that is: I1 = I2 = const.. QED.

k

dA
x

FνdAdνdt = ∫ Iν(k, x, t)dAkdΩdνdt

Fν = ∫ Iν cos θdΩ = ∫
2π

0 ∫
π

0
Iν cos θ sin θdθdϕ
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dAk = dA cos θ

[Note]  flux           = “sum of all ray vectors” which is then projected onto a normal vector
            intensity   = magnitude of a single ray vector



Note
• Intensity can be defined as per wavelength 

interval.

• Integrated intensity is defined as the 
intensity over all frequencies.

• In astrophysics, we plot the spectral 
energy distribution (SED) as   versus   
or   versus .

νIν ν
λIλ λ

I =

Z 1

0
I⌫d⌫ =

Z 1

0
I�d�

I⌫ |d⌫| = I�|d�|
⌫I⌫ = �I�

 
����
d⌫

d�

���� =
c

�2
=

⌫

�
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Galaxy SEDs
da Cunha et al. (2008)
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Luminosity
• To determine the energy per unit time, we integrate flux over area.

- Monochromatic luminosity: Considering a sphere centered on a source with radius R, 
the monochromatic luminosity is

- The bolometric luminosity is

42

for an isotropic source
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The magnitude scale
• For historical reasons, fluxes in the optical and infrared are measured in magnitudes.

• On the basis of naked eye observations, the Greek astronomer Hipparchus (190-120 
BC) classified all the stars into six classes according to their apparent brightness.

- The brighter ones belong to the first magnitude class. The faintest ones belong to the 
sixth magnitude class.

• Pogson (1856) noted that the faintest stars visible to the naked eye are about 100 
times fainter compared to the brightest stars.

- The brightest and faintest stars differ by five magnitude classes.
- Therefore, stars in two successive classes should differ in apparent brightness by a 

factor .

• Note that the human eye is more sensitive to a geometric progression 
( ) of intensity rather than an arithmetic progression ( ). 
In other words, the apparent magnitude as perceived by the human eye scales 
roughly logarithmically with the radiation flux.

1001/5

I0, 2I0, 4I0, 8I0, ⋯ I0, 2I0, 3I0, 4I0, ⋯
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• Suppose two stars have apparent brightnesses  and  and their 
magnitude classes are  and .

• Then, on taking the logarithm of this, we find

• This is the definition of apparent magnitude denoted by  , which is a 
measure of the apparent brightness of an object in the sky.
- Note that the magnitude scale is defined in such a fashion that a fainter 

object has a higher value of magnitude.

F1 F2
m1 m2

m

F2

F1
= (100) 1

5 (m1−m2) .

m1 − m2 = 2.5 log10 ( F2

F1 ) .
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• We need a measure that quantifies the luminosity or intrinsic brightness 
of an object.

• The absolute magnitude of a celestial object is defined as the 
magnitude it would have if it were placed at a distance of 10 pc.
- If the object is at a distance  pc, then  is the ratio between its 

apparent brightness and the brightness it would have if it were at a 
distance of 10 pc

- Then, the relation between apparent magnitude  and absolute 
magnitude  is

- The difference  is called the distance modulus.

d (10/d)2

m
M

m − M

m − M = 2.5 log10 ( d
10 pc )

2

= 5 log10 ( d
10 pc )

F(d)
F(10)

= ( 10 pc
d )

2
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Filters and Wavebands
• Common bandpasses

- These are the central wavelengths of each band, which extend ~10% in wavelength 
to either side.

- Magnitude at each bandpass is denoted by mU, mB, mV, mR, mK, etc.

• Zero-points:
- Note that the magnitude scale has been relatively defined.
- The zero-points are defined such that the magnitude of a standard star (Vega) 

is zero in all wavebands.
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U (ultraviolet) 365 nm

B (blue) 440 nm

V (visible) 550 nm

R (red) 641 nm

I (near-infrared) 0.896 𝜇m

J 0.900 𝜇m

H 1.22 𝜇m

K 2.19 𝜇m



Radiative Transfer Equation in free space
• How does specific intensity changes along a ray in free space

- Suppose a bundle of rays and any two points along the rays and construct 
areas    and     normal to the rays at these points.

- What are the energies carried by the rays passing through both areas?

- Here,   is the solid angle subtended by    at  the location 1 and so forth.

dA1 dA2

dΩ1 dA2
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• Conclusion (the constancy of intensity):
- the specific intensity remains the same as radiation propagates through free space.

- If we measure the distance along a ray by variable  , we can express the result 
equivalently in differential form:

s
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radiative transfer equation in free space



Radiative Transfer Equation in reality
• In reality, as a ray passes through matter, energy may be added, subtracted, or 

scattered from it by emission, absorption, or scattering.

- The intensity will not in general remain constant.
- These interactions are described by the radiative transfer 

equation.
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18 Essential Background Physics

Fig. 3.2. Schematic of the
losses through scattering
and absorption and gains
through emission as
radiation passes through a
material, changing the
speci!c intensity by dI!
over pathlength ds.

ds
I! I! + dI!

models of a source to predict how much radiation we would detect in
various observational scenarios.

We now consider radiation within the source itself. Figure 3.2
illustrates how I! is modified through gains (emission) and losses
(absorption and scattering). Over a small pathlength, ds, we can write

dI! = j!ds ! "!I!ds, (3.6)

where j! is the emission coefficient and "! is the absorption coef-
ficient. The first term describes the spontaneous emission of photons
whereas the second term scales with I! because the number of photons
lost is proportional to the number that pass through the material.

Radiation is affected not by the distance it travels but by its inter-
action with matter. This motivates a change from pathlength to optical
depth,

d#! " "!ds. (3.7)

This leads to the equation of radiative transfer,

dI!

d#!
= S! ! I!, (3.8)

where

S! " j!

"!
(3.9)

is the source function. This has the general solution

I!(#!) = I!(0)e!#! +
! #!

0
S! e(#!!# #) d# #, (3.10)

which states that the specific intensity is the sum of an attenuated back-
ground source and material emission coefficient modified by absorption
along the line of sight.

For matter in thermodynamic equilibrium at a single temperature
T , the specific intensity is a blackbody everywhere (Equation 3.3),

scattering

absorption

emission
loss: scattering &

 absorption

gain: emission



Emission
• If the radiation travels through a medium which is itself emitting radiation, 

that will add to the energy:

- Spontaneous “emission coefficient” or “emissivity”    is the amount of energy 
emitted per unit time, per unit solid angle, per unit frequency, and per unit volume:

- In going a distance  , a beam of cross section    travels through a volume  
. Thus the intensity added to the beam is by  is

jν

ds dA
dV = dAds ds

ASTR 3730: Fall 2003

Emission
If the radiation travels through a medium which is itself
emitting radiation, that will add to the energy:

In In+dIn

dA
dS

Spontaneous emission coefficient is the amount of energy
emitted per unit time, per unit solid angle, per unit frequency
interval, and per unit volume:

† 

dE = jn dVdWdtdn

In going a distance ds, beam of cross-section dA travels
through a volume dV = dA x ds.
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dE = (dIν)dAdΩdtdν



• Therefore, the equation of radiative transfer for pure emission becomes:

- If we know what   is, we can integrate this equation to find the change in specific 
intensity as radiation propagates through the medium:

jν

dIν

ds
= jν

Iν(s) = Iν(0) + ∫
s

0
jν(s′ )ds′ 
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Absorption
• If the radiation travels through a medium which absorbs radiation, the energy in 

the beam will be reduced:

- Let  denote the number density of absorbers (particles per unit volume).

- Assume that each absorber has a cross-sectional area of .

- If a beam travels through , total area of absorbers is

n
σν (in units of cm2)

ds

ASTR 3730: Fall 2003

Absorption
If the radiation travels through a medium which absorbs (or
scatters) radiation, the energy in the beam will be reduced:

In In+dIn

dA
dS

Number density of absorbers (particles per unit volume) = n
Each absorber has cross-sectional area = sn (units cm2)

If beam travels through ds, total area of absorbers is:

† 

number of absorbers ¥  cross - section = ndAds¥snnumber of absorbers × cross − section = (n × dA × ds) × σν
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     Fraction of radiation absorbed = fraction of area blocked:

• Absorption coefficient is defined as    (units: ),  meaning the 
total cross-sectional area per unit volume.

• If we include the effect of stimulated emission in the absorption coefficient, it may 
be referred to as the attenuation coefficient. (as in Draine’s book)

κν ≡ nσν cm−1

dIν

Iν
= −

ndAdsσν

dA
= − nσνds

dIν = − nσνIνds ≡ − κνIνds
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• Rearranging the previous equation, we obtain the equation of radiative transfer 
for pure absorption:

- The amount of reduced energy depends on how much radiation we already have.
- Integrate to find how radiation changes along path:

dIν

ds
= − κνIν

∫
s

0

dIν

Iν
= − ∫

s

0
κν(s′ )ds′ 

[ln Iν]s
0

= − ∫
s

0
κν(s′ )ds′ 

Iν(s) = Iν(0)exp [−∫
s

0
κν(s′ )ds′ ]
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Iν(0) Iν(s)



• If the absorption coefficient is a constant (example: a uniform density gas of 
ionized hydrogen), then we obtain

• Optical depth:
- Imagine radiation traveling into a cloud of absorbing gas, exponential defines a scale 

over which radiation is attenuated.

- When , the intensity will be reduced to  of its original value.∫
s

0
κν(s′ )ds′ = 1 1/e

Iν(s) = Iν(0)e−κνs

specific intensity 
after distance s

initial intensity 
at .s = 0

radiation exponentially 
absorbed with distance
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- We define the optical depth  as:

- A medium is said to be optically thick at a frequency  if the optical depth for a 
typical path through the medium satisfies:

- The medium is optically thin if, instead:

- An optically thin medium is one which a typical photon of frequency   can pass 
through without being (significantly) absorbed.

τν

ν

ν

τν(s) = ∫
s

0
κν(s′ )ds′ or dτν = κνds

τν(s) > 1

τν(s) < 1
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Radiative Transfer Equation
• Radiative transfer equation with both absorption and emission is

- We can rewrite the radiative transfer equation using the optical depth as a measure of 
`distance’ rather than :

- where   is called the source function. This is an alternative and 
sometimes more convenient way to write the equation.

s

Sν ≡ jν /κν

dIν

ds
= − κνIν + jν

absorption emission

dIν

κνds
= − Iν +

jν
κν

dIν

dτν
= − Iν + Sν
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• From the exponential absorption law, the probability of a photon 
absorbed between optical depths    and   is

- The mean optical depth traveled is thus equal to unity:

- The mean free path is defined as the average distance a photon can travel 
through an absorbing material until it is absorbed. In a homogeneous medium, 
the mean free path is determined by

- A local mean path at a point in an inhomogeneous material can be also defined.

τν τν + dτν

Mean Free Path

|dI⌫ | =
����
dI⌫
d⌧⌫

���� d⌧⌫ & |dI⌫ | / P (⌧⌫)d⌧⌫ ! P (⌧⌫) = e�⌧⌫
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Thermal equilibrium
• In general, equilibrium means a state of balance.
• Thermal Equilibrium

- Thermal equilibrium refers to steady states of temperature, which defines the 
average energy of material or photons.

- In a state of (complete) thermodynamic equilibrium (TE), no net flows of matter or 
of energy, no phase changes, and no unbalanced potentials (or driving forces), within 
the system. In TE, matter and radiation are in equilibrium at the same 
temperature T.

- When the material is (locally) in thermodynamic equilibrium, and only the radiation 
field is allowed to depart from its TE, we refer to the state of the system as being in 
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)

- In other words, if the material is (locally) in thermodynamic equilibrium at a well-
defined temperature T, it is said to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) 
even if it is not in equilibrium with the radiation field.
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Blackbody
• Imagine a container bounded by opaque walls with a 

very small hole.
- Photons will be scattered and absorbed many times, 

(and eventually trapped and completely absorbed in 
the box). Under such conditions, the particles and photons 
continually share their kinetic energies. In perfect thermal 
equilibrium, the average particle kinetic energy will 
equal to the average photon energy, and a unique 
temperature T can be defined.

- A blackbody is an idealized physical body that absorbs all 
incident radiation regardless of frequency or angle of 
incidence (i.e., perfect absorber). The above cavity can be 
regarded to be a blackbody.

- Radiation from a blackbody in thermal equilibrium is 
called the blackbody radiation.

Radiation and Thermodynamics

consider an enclosure (“box 1”)

in thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T

the matter in box 1

• is in random thermal motion

• will absorb and emit radiation

details of which depends on

the details of box material and geometry

• but equilibrium

! radiation field in box doesn’t change

Iν,1T

box 1

open little hole: escaping radiation has intensity I!,14
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Blackbody radiation is the universal function.
• Now, consider another cavity (box 2), also at the 

same temperature, but made of different material 
or shape and connect two cavities with a filter 
transparent only in the narrow frequency range 

.
- In equilibrium at T, radiation should transfer no net 

energy from one cavity to the other. Otherwise, one 
cavity will cool down and the other heats up; this violates 
the second law of thermodynamics.

- Therefore, the intensity or spectrum that passes through 
the holes should be a universal function of T and should 
be isotropic.

- The intensity and spectrum of the radiation emerging from 
the hole should be independent of the wall material (e.g., 
wood, copper, or concrete, etc) and any absorbing 
material that may be inside the cavity.

- The universal function is called the Planck function .
- This is the blackbody radiation.

ν and ν + dν

Bν(T )

now add another enclosure (“box 2”), also at temperature T
but made of di!erent material

IνIν

filter

T T

box 1 box 2

,2 ,1

separate boxes by filter passing only frequency !
radiation from each box incident on screen
Q: imagine I!,1 > I!,2; what happens?
Q: lesson?
Q: how would I!,1 change if we increased the box volume

but kept it at T?

5
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• In (full) thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T, by definition, we know 
that

We also note that

- Then, we can obtain the Kirchhoff's law for a system in TE:

• Kirchhoff’s law applies not only in TE but also in LTE:
- Recall that  is independent of the properties of the radiating /absorbing material.

- In contrast, both  and  depend only on the materials in the cavity and on the 
temperature of that material; they do not depend on the ambient radiation field or its 
spectrum.

- Therefore, the Kirchhoff’s law should be true even for the case of LTE.
- In LTE, the ratio of the emission coefficient to the absorption coefficient is a 

function of temperature and frequency only.

Bν(T )
jν(T ) κν(T )

Kirchhoff’s Law in TE and in LTE

dIν

ds
= 0 and Iν = Bν(T )

dIν

ds
= − κνIν + jν
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• Blackbody radiation means . An object for which the intensity is the 
Planck function is emitting blackbody radiation.

• Thermal radiation is defined to be radiation emitted by “matter” in LTE.  
Thermal radiation means  . An object for which the source function is 
the Planck function is emitting thermal radiation.

• Thermal radiation becomes blackbody radiation only for optically thick 
media.

Iν = Bν(T )

Sν = Bν(T )

Blackbody radiation vs. Thermal radiation
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• To see the difference between thermal and blackbody radiation,
- consider a slab of material with optical depth  that is producing thermal radiation.
- If no light is falling on the back side of the slab, the intensity that is measured on the 

front side of the slab is

- If the slab is optical thick at frequency               , then

- If the slab is optically thin                , then

This indicates that the radiation, although thermal, will not be blackbody.
Thermal radiation becomes blackbody radiation only for optical thick media.

⌧⌫
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Spectrum of Blackbody Radiation

• The frequency dependence of blackbody radiation is given by the Planck 
function:

h = 6.63 × 10−27 erg s (Planck′ s constant)
kB = 1.38 × 10−16 erg K−1 (Boltzmann′ s constant)
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• There is no perfect blackbody.
- However, the cosmic microwave background 

comes quite close; stars can sometimes be 
usefully approximated as blackbodies.

- By the end of the 19th century, the blackbody 
spectrum was fairly well known empirically, from 
laboratory studies. In 1900, Max Planck, using his 
idea of quantized energies, derived the blackbody 
spectrum.

https://pages.uoregon.edu/imamura/321/122/lecture-3/stellar_spectra.html



Stefan-Boltzmann Law
- Emergent flux is proportional to T4.

- Total energy density (another form of the Stefan-Boltzmann law)

u =
4π
c ∫ Bν(T )dν =

4π
c

B(T )

u = aT4

radiation constant : a ≡
4σ
c

= 7.57 × 10−15 erg cm−3 K−4

F = π∫ Bν(T )dν = πB(T )

F = σT4

Stephan − Boltzmann constant : σ =
2π5k4

B

15c2h3
= 5.67 × 10−5 erg cm2 s−1 K−4 sr−1

u(T ) = ( T
3400 K )

4

erg cm−3
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Rayleigh-Jeans Law & Wien Law
67

3–9

To get all possible photons we need to count the number of al distinguishable photons at the same frequency, i.e., photons with different spin or with a different number of
nodes (=different n).

Spin is the easy one: there are only 2 polarization states.

To calculate the number of nodes, look the number in the x-, y-, or z-direction. In either direction

nx =
Lx

!
=

kxLx

2"
!" dnx =

Lx

!
=

Lx dkx

2"
(3.41)

For n # 1, we can go to a “continuum of states”. Eq. 3.41 then implies

dN = dnx dny dnz =
LxLyLz d3k

(2")3 =
V d3k

(2")3 (3.42)

Therefore, the total number of states per unit volume and per wave number is

nk

d3k
= 2 ·

dN

V

1
d3k

=
2

(2")3 (3.43)

where the factor 2 is due to spin.

Because of Eq. (3.40),

d3k = k2 dk d! =
(2")3

c3 #2 d# d! (3.44)

such that the density of states, i.e., the number of states per solid angle, volume, and frequency is given by

$s =
n!

d# d!
=

2
(2")3 ·

(2")3

c3 #2 =
2#2

c3 (3.45)

Third step: Black Body Spectrum

To summarize, we had

• the mean energy of the state:

$E% =
h#

eh!/kT & 1
(3.39)

3–9

• the state density:

$s =
2#2

c3 (3.45)

The total energy density is then

u!(!) = $E% · $s =
2h#3

c3
1

exp(h#/kT ) & 1
(3.46)

(energy per volume per frequency per solid angle)

Because of Eq. (2.71) (u! = I!/c), the intensity is given by

I! =
2h#3

c2
1

exp(h#/kT ) & 1
=: B! (3.18)

This is the spectrum of a black body.
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Blackbody Radiation: Properties 1

Spectrum, I

Max Planck (1858–1947)

In wavelength space, the spectrum of a
black body is blackbody radiation:

dE

dA dt d! d!
=

B! =
2hc2/!5

exp(hc/!kT ) & 1
(3.47)

B!: Energy emitted per second and wavelength interval

• h = 6.63 ' 10&27 erg s: Planck’s constant
• k = 1.38 ' 10&16 erg K&1: Boltzmann constant
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• Brightness Temperature:
- The brightness temperature is defined to be the temperature such that a blackbody at 

that temperature would have specific intensity:

• Antenna Temperature:
- Radio astronomers are used to working at very low frequencies. They define the 

antenna temperature as being the brightness temperature in the Rayleigh-Jeans tail.

- Radiative transfer equation in the RJ limit:
‣ If the matter is in LTE and has its energy levels populated according to an 

excitation temperature                    , then the source function is given by

‣ Then, RT equation becomes

Characteristic Temperatures
68

I⌫ = B⌫(Tb) ! Tb(⌫) =
h⌫/kB

ln [1 + 2h⌫3/(c2I⌫)]
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• Color Temperature:
- By fitting the spectrum to a blackbody curve without regarding to vertical scale 

(absolute intensity scale), a color temperature    is obtained.

- The color temperature correctly gives the temperature of a blackbody source of 
unknown absolute scale.

• Effective Temperature:
- The effective temperature of a source is obtained by equating the actual flux    to 

the flux of a blackbody at temperature   .

• Excitation Temperature:
- The excitation temperature of level    relative to level    is defined by

- Radio astronomers studying the 21 cm line sometimes use the term “spin 
temperature”         for excitation temperature.
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<latexit sha1_base64="QismXrI89d+beFrp5sXWCVejVD0=">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</latexit>

F =

Z Z
I⌫ cos ✓d⌫d⌦ = �T 4

e↵

<latexit sha1_base64="N9Y35tYPasDqFj5koPdGKNAvHkY=">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</latexit>

(Eu` ⌘ Eu � E`)

<latexit sha1_base64="wfFDEAHmoRv66Fo4FJtoVKk6wzU=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1nfiKehG8DIqgB8OuKHoURfAYwaiQDcvspDcZnH040xOIS8A/8OKXCF48KOLVkzfBj3GSePBV0E1R1c1MV5hJodF1352h4ZHRsfGJQnFyanpmtjQ3f6pTozhUeSpTdR4yDVIkUEWBEs4zBSwOJZyFFwc9/6wNSos0OcFOBvWYNRMRCc7QSkFp3ZcQ4dphkBsfpOz6cGlEmx4Ghm7Y3tN8JZotXA9KK27Z7YP+Jd4XWdlbvPooXN/tV4LSm99IuYkhQS6Z1jXPzbCeM4WCS+gWfaMhY/yCNaFmacJi0PW8f1KXrlqlQaNU2UqQ9tXvGzmLte7EoZ2MGbb0b68n/ufVDEa79VwkmUFI+OChyEiKKe3lQxtCAUfZsYRxJexfKW8xxTjaFIs2BO/3yX/J6WbZ2ypvH9s0dskAE2SJLJM14pEdskeOSIVUCSc35J48kifn1nlwnp2XweiQ87WzQH7Aef0EeougTw==</latexit>

Tspin

<latexit sha1_base64="ayWOG8MWKumTCfoSiPkMd5khaJ4=">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</latexit>



Homework (due date: 09/16)
(1) Consider an (isotropically emitting) star of uniform intensity   at 
the surface, show that the flux at the surface is

(2) The specific intensity of a star is, to first order, a blackbody. For a 
given effective temperature,  ,  and stellar radius,  , derive its 
bolometric luminosity.

(3) Look up values for these parameters and calculate this formula for 
the Sun.

<latexit sha1_base64="5KI+RtE0BFSEs4izknLBlYSPAVs=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVUj0oFL3orYL9kHYp2TTbhibZJckKZemv8OJBEa/+HG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g6aOEkVog0Q8Uu0Aa8qZpA3DDKftWFEsAk5bwehm6reeqNIskg9mHFNf4IFkISPYWOnxrteVCbpC171iyS27M6Bl4mWkBBnqveJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE00mhm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/ODp6gE6v0URgpW9Kgmfp7IsVC67EIbKfAZqgXvan4n9dJTHjhp0zGiaGSzBeFCUcmQtPvUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZWRIZYYWJsRgUbgrf48jJpnpW9arlyXynVLrM48nAEx3AKHpxDDW6hDg0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtzTjZzCH/gfP4AaLGPfQ==</latexit>

I⌫ = B

<latexit sha1_base64="wIoPp1xtYjDrFhyEItvWnkmXvLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUA8eAl48RsgLkiXMTmaTIfNYZnqFsOQzvHhQxKtf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwC77/7RU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ2+rUUNaiWmjTjYhlgivWAg6CdRPDiIwE60ST+7nfeWLGcq2aME1YKMlI8ZhTAk7qNQdZ30jM4ng2KFf8qr8AXidBTiooR2NQ/uoPNU0lU0AFsbYX+AmEGTHAqWCzUj+1LCF0Qkas56giktkwW5w8wxdOGeJYG1cK8EL9PZERae1URq5TEhjbVW8u/uf1Uohvw4yrJAWm6HJRnAoMGs//x0NuGAUxdYRQw92tmI6JIRRcSiUXQrD68jppX1WD62rtsVap3+VxFNEZOkeXKEA3qI4eUAO1EEUaPaNX9OaB9+K9ex/L1oKXz5yiP/A+fwAbOJEi</latexit>

Te↵
<latexit sha1_base64="kIcx7tcRt+dwStlYTe4fQGYUu3U=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4kqIVFwMYyEfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCCG/wMZCEVt/kp3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaC0e3Mbz2h0jyWD2acoB/RgeQhZ9RYqX7fK5bcsjsHWSVeRkqQodYrfnX7MUsjlIYJqnXHcxPjT6gynAmcFrqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9T+ZH7olJxZpU/CWNmShszV3xMTGmk9jgLbGVEz1MveTPzP66QmvPYnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2dekzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtNwYbgLb+8SpoXZe+yXKlXStWbLI48nMApnIMHV1CFO6hBAxggPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCtwYzZ</latexit>

R
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<latexit sha1_base64="YYPzJ7Uqek9JIbMaHqmIQP+QnNY=">AAACFnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHYlqAhCUBA9GcE8IBvC7KSTDJmdXWZ6hRDyFV78FS8eFPEq3vwbJ4+DJhYM1FR1090VxFIYdN1vZ25+YXFpObWSXl1b39jMbG2XTZRoDiUeyUhXA2ZACgUlFCihGmtgYSChEnQvh37lAbQRkbrHXgz1kLWVaAnO0EqNzOFVw1cJPae+UEhvRh+fR8bHDiCjTf82hDYb+rGgF41M1s25I9BZ4k1IlkxQbGS+/GbEkxAUcsmMqXlujPU+0yi4hEHaTwzEjHdZG2qWKhaCqfdHZw3ovlWatBVp++xyI/V3R5+FxvTCwFaGDDtm2huK/3m1BFun9b5QcYKg+HhQK5EUIzrMiDaFBo6yZwnjWthdKe8wzTjaJNM2BG/65FlSPsp5x7n8XT5bOJvEkSK7ZI8cEI+ckAK5JkVSIpw8kmfySt6cJ+fFeXc+xqVzzqRnh/yB8/kDSPCdjQ==</latexit>

F⌫ =

Z
I⌫ cos ✓d⌦ = ⇡B


